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The generation of art assets plays a huge part in game development, costing both time and
money. We explored how the process of generating game art can be supported using recent
advances in generative art.

Machine learning models such as Dall-E 2 [1] and Imagen [2] have demonstrated powerful
art generation capabilities. Starting from text prompts, they are able to combine concepts,
attributes, and styles to generate artworks of generally high quality. Nevertheless, their
usage is restricted and similar projects such as ruDall-E [4] and Mini-Dalle-E [3] do not
produce results at the same level of detail, i.e. generating blurry images, struggling to
include concepts that are not well represented in the training data, and sometimes creating
stock image overlays (c.f. Figure 3). This often results in prompt engineering, a process in
which the user adapts the text prompt to guide the black box model to produce the desired
outcome [8]. Due to the black-box nature of deep learning models, this process can yield
unstable results and is therefore hard to control, making it inefficient and unreliable for
creating game assets.

Therefore, we have envisaged several pipelines that may support designers and artists
during game development. Starting from possible inputs such as a designer’s textual
descriptions of the required game asset, some image ideas, sketches, or even expected game
mechanics, we have multiple ways to approach the problem of game asset generation. Simple
text and image search models may guide the artistic exploration process and spawn new ideas.
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Nevertheless, those can only return results that already exist. Given textual descriptions,
we can apply text-to-image models for generating new assets. Alternatively, we may use
style-transfer models to enforce characteristics described in the text to an existing image (e.g.
CycleGAN [9]). The latter may also be used to adjust image characteristics such as drawing
style or the choice of colors (e.g. Neural Style Transfer [10]). Especially interesting is the
combination of such models, which may allow to tune each component of the processing
chain separately.

In our working group, we have worked on implementing a toolchain to generate Pokemon-
like creatures. A Pokemon often represents an animal or object and in terms of visual style,
does only consist of a few colors as well as simple shapes and textures. Aiming to use existing
models without retraining, we started our process by generating images of dragons using
ruDall-E [4]. Generated images varied hugely in quality. Since due to our style constraints
our final image does not need to include a lot of details we have chosen a rather blurry image
of a dragon with a simple background. Having selected a generated image of a dragon we
applied style-transfer as a combination of VQGAN [7] and CLIP [6]. Without retraining any
of these components to our specific domain (due to time constraints), we were unable to
achieve results of high visual quality (see Figure 4). Nevertheless, this process show-cases
how mock-ups and ideas may be generated to guide the development process.

While having struggled to develop a multi-stage model for generating Pokemon-like
creatures, it has helped us to better understand the main challenges for generating game
assets in general. The following challenges have been identified by us and may guide further
research in this domain:

Copyright: Generating art from machine learning models poses the question of who
owns the copyright of the final result. This may be a complicated question to answer since
the result itself is likely to be a product of an enormous training corpus on which the
model is based and the user’s input. While there is no definitive answer to this question
yet, the current suggestion seems to be an evaluation on a case-by-case basis [5].
Training data: Depending on the stage of production, the amount of available training
data may be minor in comparison to the variety of elements that need to be generated.
Especially in the early stages of development, machine learning models may merely be
used to generate interesting mock-ups or explore ideas. Later development stages may
allow to train specialized models or refine existing models to produce desired results.
Costs: Creating your own machine learning models or using the models provided by
others can come with non-negligible costs. The required hardware, energy, and time for
training and inference should be kept in mind while planning a pipeline. Reducing these
costs is already a key aspect of machine learning research and further advancements may
considerably reduce the related costs.
Usability and Explainability: Each of the envisaged pipelines comes with its own
unique challenges. Especially, the usability of black box models may become a problem
in case the input space is not well understood. We have tackled this problem by splitting
the asset generation into multiple sub-tasks which we were able to control independently
with limited success. Better explaining a model’s relation between in- and output as well
as its parameter space may help in increasing the usability of such models.

While there are still many steps ahead of us, supporting the generation of game assets
using machine learning models may have huge impact on the field. At the current stage,
existing models may already be used to support the prototyping stage or generate mock-ups
and ideas for the human-guided generation process. Having further advanced on the models’
capabilities, it may be possible to learn from just a few examples and produce game assets
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Figure 3 Comparison of Dall-E 2 and and the openly accessible ruDall-E for generating dragons
and pokemon-like creatures. Dall-E 2 is able to produce images of higher quality. However, it
requires an invitation from OpenAI to be used.

of matching styles. In the long run, combinations of machine learning models may even
guide the development of whole game worlds and game mechanics, allowing us to generate
complete game experiences given a user’s queries.
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Figure 4 Demo pipeline for generating Pokemon-like creatures. First, generating images of
dragons using ruDall-E[4] (left) discarded examples, (middle) chosen example, (right) given the text
prompt “A dragon in the style of a pokemon” we used VQGAN [7] and CLIP [6] to produce the
final result.
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